
[Digital] marketing... agents who don't
provide it are going to be left in the dust by

their more tech-savy competitors.
- Bill Gassett, RE/Max Executive Realty

MyListing Package Description



Overview
Digital marketing is a main component in every seller’s marketing strategy for the sale
of property. It’s targeted, dynamic and measurable - reaching the right people when
they are most likely to buy. 

The MyListing digital marketing property packages position your property in front of a
range of targeted audience’s full of potential buyers, allowing them to explore and
interact with your listing online at a time when they’re considering making a real
estate sale or a purchase decision. 

Show off your home with clear messaging, visual aids, and call-to-actions to drive
potential buyers to your listing.

Effectively communicating your property digitally is unparalleled to traditional
marketing efforts. Our objective is to get your property seen by potential buyers who
are actively looking to purchase.

Social media marketing requires a strong message to be conveyed in an authentic
and punchy way, this is where our range of digital marketing packages make you
stand out on a level of your own. MyListing adapts your property features and
description to be short and attention-grabbing. You have multiple ad types set up for
your property with a range of targeting methods to reach the most relevant
audiences, giving people multiple ways to take a quick, engaging look into your
offering. 



Package Descriptions

These social media focused
packages are for agents looking for
a social push in the right direction. 

Cross-platform marketing
campaigns to ensure your
property is seen and recognised
across different platforms to
reach your audience across
user-relevant websites and
social media. 



Carousel:

This type of ad form achieves engagement
that is visible on the agents page - allowing
the agent the opportunity to interact by
responding to questions and follow up with
potential buyers. 

On page posting: album
and/or video content

Embellished with headlines to highlight key
selling points, links, and calls to action - all
within a single ad unit. Meta will perform
automatic optimisation to show the best
performing ad unit first for maximum
engagement. 

Collection:

Visually immersive and mobile optimised for
ease of use. People who tap your ad can
browse through and learn about your
property without leaving Facebook or
Instagram. 



Google Display:

A highly targeted segment that reaches
potential buyers and collects information
from them such as name, email, phone
number and more.  The agent can directly
reach out to people who are heavily
interested in the property; all without the
potential buyer ever leaving Facebook or
Instagram. 

Leads form:

Google Display marketing is designed to give
your property visibility and exposure to your
target market. You only ever pay when
someone interacts with your ad, meaning
you only pay when someone clicks through
onto your listing to learn more about the
property. 

Ad types include the banners that you see on
around 400,000+ partnered websites such
as: nz.herald.co.nz and met service.co.nz. The
placement of Google Display ads are
controlled by people’s actions online, in the
case of your property this means that these
ads will only be seen by people who have
previously been on your listing’s page. 

http://nz.herald.co.nz/


Expected
Results
All properties with digital marketing packages will expect different results based on a
number of contributing factors including: chosen package, location, price range,
features, targeting, and agency available data. 

The overarching answer as to what to expect from using digital marketing packages
for property is to expect engagement! 
To date, each property that has been listed has received more social awareness,
more exposure, more interaction and more enquiries than those listed in the same
area and around the same price range - but without a digital marketing package. 

The targeting available through digital marketing puts your property in front of people
who are actively looking to buy and sell. More importantly, our digital marketing
packages follow up on those who have visited your listing online. It is these unique
value propositions which ensure our digital marketing property packages outperform
the rest. 

Case Studies
Ray White Property
$399 Package, campaign
running over 3 weeks. 

Listed with us: 12th march 
Sold: 8th April

Social Media Campaigns: 
Impressions - 30,380
Engagement - 2462
Reach - 10,656

 
 

Ray White Property
$699 Package, campaign
running over 3 weeks. 

Listed with us: 23rd march 
Sold: 7th April (auction brought
forward)

Social Media Campaigns: 
Reach - 11,712
Impressions - 28,561
Link clicks - 156
Post engagement - 1540
Leads - 6 

Google Display Campaign:
Clicks - 47
Impressions - 30,521

 Ray White Property
$799 Package, campaign
running over 3 weeks. 

Listed with us: 11th May
Ongoing: 12 of 21 days 

Social Media Campaign:
Reach - 25,332
Impressions - 58,447
Link Clicks - 5264
Post Engagement - 14,764
Leads - 38

Google Display Campaign:
Impressions - 29,914
Clicks - 239

 
 

*as of 23/05/22



QR to Book 

The most important asset you can own in
your business is the attention of your

customer. If you don't own it, someone else
does. 

- Adam Contos, RE/MAX CEO


